Abstract

There is an emerging consensus that place leadership is the missing piece in the local and regional development puzzle. In this context, leadership is a hidden form of agency, shadowed by such visible forms of influence as structures and formal institutions, as well as development programs and plans. This article argues that one of the most central issues in a study of place leadership is to analyse the relationships between governance, power and place leadership. The governance arrangements are undoubtedly important, as they dictate the kind of resources and positions provided to regional development work, and thus they also enable, as well as constrain, the many efforts of regional champions to exercise power in complex development processes. It is argued here that revealing how place leadership is enacted in different places and times would allow us to flesh out novel aspects about the eternal questions of how and why some places are able to adapt strategically to ever-changing social, economic and environmental circumstances while others fail to do so. Additionally, deeper investigations of place leadership would hopefully allow us to provide policymakers and practitioners with added insight on the ways to make regional development policies and practices not only more strategic but also effective. This paper elaborates the conceptual link between place leadership, governance and power.
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Introduction

There is a growing body of literature indicating that place leadership is the least understood piece in the regional development puzzle (Beer & Clower, 2014; Hambleton, 2015; Sotarauta et al., forthcoming). Curiously, in the lively and flourishing field of regional development studies and practice, the concept of leadership is not spontaneously used, in spite of the fact that many studies suggest its importance.

Sotarauta (2016) argues that, in regional studies, leadership is a hidden form of agency, shadowed by such visible forms of influence as structures and formal institutions, as well as development programs and plans. Interestingly, even those actors who can retrospectively be identified as having taken a lead in various development efforts rarely reflect their leadership experiences or mention other influential individuals (Sydow et al., 2011). Rather, they speak about collective efforts or the importance of development strategies. Simultaneously, the media and upper levels of policymaking are not as hesitant to praise, often falsely, ‘those individual leaders who made the change’. There is indeed a need to fill the gap between the misleading heroic leadership discourse and the actual, but shadowed, influence in order to better understand how regional development processes are led.

This article argues that one of the most central issues in a study of place leadership is to analyse the relationships between governance, power and place leadership. The governance arrangements are undoubtedly important, as they dictate the kind of resources and positions provided to regional development work, and thus they also enable, as well as constrain, the many efforts of regional champions to influence complex development processes. It is argued here that revealing how place leadership is enacted in different places and times would allow us to flesh out novel aspects about the eternal questions of how and why some places are able to adapt strategically to ever-changing social, economic and environmental circumstances while others fail to do so. Additionally, deeper investigations of place leadership would hopefully allow us to provide policymakers and practitioners with added insight on the ways to make regional development policies and practices not only more strategic but also effective. This paper elaborates the conceptual link between place leadership, governance and power. It first discusses the relationship between governance and leadership, and then moves on to scrutinise place leadership and power.
Governance and leadership

There is no shortage of studies and writings, in several fields of inquiry, about such systems of local, regional, national and transnational governance that would support various organisations in their efforts to simultaneously compete in, cooperate in and construct functioning networks for a more balanced approach to regional development. A gradual erosion of the traditional modes of government and bases of political and economic power has fuelled this process (Pierre, 2000). Additionally, as the long-prevailing modes of governance and action have not been capable of tackling an increasingly networked global economy, and the many ecological and social issues emerging with it, new modes of governance are actively sought and constructed.

The transition from traditional forms of government to more networked modes of governance is not straightforward, and in many places the rigid structures of government and underlying attitudes persist and cause problems. Many places struggle to align governance, economy, social and ecological issues, and territory, and to find proper strategies to manage growth or decline. Paradoxically, these issues are often most pressing in the most successful and rapidly growing places (Parkinson et al., 2012). Parkinson et al. (2012) show how challenges that are created by administrative fragmentation, limited local autonomy and financial pressures at all levels may lead to competition and conflict between government authorities, which results in slow and cumbersome decision-making and a limited integration of land, transportation and economic planning. However, new forms of governance enable the adoption of more place-based approaches, at least in principle, but, in practice, in many countries the system is hovering somewhere between siloed top-down government and collaborative governance (Sotarauta, 2016). But, as Parkinson (1990, pp. 21–2) states, ‘there are places where political differences lead to situations in which no coherent response, negotiation or agreement among a broad range of political and social groups is possible’. Fortunately, there also are places where coherent place leadership is a central part of a well-functioning governance system, and vice versa (Parkinson, 1990; Parkinson et al., 2012; Stimson et al., 2009; Stough, 2001). As governance structures both constrain and enable leadership processes, place leadership cannot be examined as a separate entity. Rather, it should be considered as something that is central to a specific governance system (Beer, 2014; Sotarauta & Beer, 2016), and,
in its own way, place leadership responds to shifts from government to governance (Rhodes, 2000).

Leadership has been studied extensively in the context of relatively single-valued corporations and other organisations. But regional development and related governance systems pose a tremendous challenge to any study focusing on leadership, not to mention leadership practices, as they are by definition multi-actor and, as such, multi-value and multi-vision constellations. Multi-actor regional development and traditional forms of government do not go particularly well together, as there is a need to move from siloed and fragmented development efforts towards more long-term and enduring combinations of different actors and their differing action logics.

Many of the leadership theories and practices developed for single organisations simply do not have much to offer for regional development. In regional development, capability to steer the process, rather than designing an optimal organisation or strategy, is the key to strategic success (MacNeill & Steiner, 2010; Sotarauta, 2016). Leadership through increasing interdependence and plurality differs significantly from the leadership in single organisations as, by necessity, it is based on the ability to lead a heterogeneous bunch of actors towards ‘third solutions’ that go beyond their individual ambitions, though acknowledging and respecting them. This kind of pluralistic and overlapping field of actors cannot be led by some external third party, which would be able to influence it from the outside. The leadership is the effect of different actors on each other and on themselves (Kickert et al., 1997). In this kind of setting, cognitive diversity is accepted, as well as the options for cooperation and conflict arising from it. What follows is that place leadership is approached essentially as a political process and not as a technocratic procedure.

Countries with centralised systems of government do not support place leadership as well as those countries with more devolved systems of governance (Beer & Clower, 2014). Centralised systems tend to adopt a narrow focus on topical issues and future challenges, while, as Stimson et al. (2009) observe, devolved systems are more likely to adopt a more place-specific and strategic approach to regional development (Stimson et al., 2009). Stimson et al. (2009) argue that some of the more devolved systems, such as the US and Germany, are more benign to place leaders and their strategies of influence than the centralised systems of government in Australia and the UK.
In centralised systems, place leaders have their hands tied, as they are fiscally dependent on the national government. Indeed, as Beer (2014) shows, place leadership in Australia is often at odds with that of centrally designed policies. He argues that Australian local leaders have to reposition themselves and their regions through resistance instead of working in collaboration with the central government. Australian place leadership is individualised and less open than, for example, its counterpart in a more institutionally rooted Finnish system of regional development, where regional needs are debated publicly and various stakeholders are more engaged. This is partly due to the more professional and shared forms of place leadership (Sotarauta & Beer, 2016).

The role of governance systems, and the constraints they put in place, should not be overestimated. The best of the place leaders are leaders because they are able to meet the constraints confronting them and have the capacity to navigate through complex governance systems. They not only aim to mobilise actors for regional development but also work to change the rules of the game. Therefore, it is not to be concluded that place leadership would be absent in centralised systems (see, for example, Hu & Hassink, 2016). It is simply suggested that the space and resources to manoeuvre vary across governance systems and, ultimately, we do not yet know much about the roles and strategies that place leadership may adopt in differing systems. For reasons outlined briefly in this section, place leadership ought to be seen as a particular role in a governance system (Normann, 2013), instead of as individual leaders. There is a need to adopt a systemic view on place leadership that acknowledges the restrictions of instrumental guidance of regional development, and that reaches beyond the traits and behaviours of an individual leader.

**Place leadership**

Regional development is essentially about a continuous struggle between visions, individual interests and ideas. It is far from easy to construct a shared vision that would provide a dispersed network of actors with a sense of direction, and thus true place leaders need to move into collaborative leadership spaces and act on behalf of wider interests (Liddle, 2012). They are in a continuous search for shared interests and opportunities to collaborate across narrow ambitions. The actors who are most influential are those able to draw the attention of others. They apply the capacity to frame thinking and may
end up having a leadership position that often goes beyond their formal mandate. Indeed, at times they may not even have a particular mandate in a particular developmental context. However, to be able to truly influence and bring about change, they need to earn an influential position in wider networks. For that purpose, place leaders are called upon to obtain access to a wide range of networks and actors relevant to their respective regions (MacNeill & Steiner, 2010). It should be kept in mind that, more often than not, actors participate in, and contribute to, regional development efforts with their own logics, drivers, incentives and paymasters in mind. It is far from easy to find the common ground for a collective development effort in these kinds of situations.

The powers, competencies and resources needed to make a difference in regions spread among many policymakers as, by necessity, place leadership is a dispersed form of leadership. In this kind of setting leaders often influence policy development within confined formal powers, and therefore they need to reach beyond those institutions and organisations that authorise them, generating and tapping into wider networks of influence. Also, formally assigned leaders with institutional power often need to work beyond their organisations, and learn to act in vaguely defined territories that are characterised by ambiguous roles and imprecise boundaries (Liddle, 2010). Consequently, in regional development and related governance settings, formal authority does not always play as significant a role as we tend to believe (Normann, 2013; Sotarauta, 2010). Informal influence can be as significant to achieving a particular policy direction.

Place leadership is an emergent property of interacting individuals (Bennett et al., 2003). Therefore, it may often be difficult to identify the leaders and followers (Trickett & Lee, 2010; Huxham & Vangen, 2000). This is due to the fact that there is a tendency to mix leadership with formal authority and institutional power, and hence to overshadow more hidden and emergent sides of place leadership. Quite naturally, it is attractive for many of us to acknowledge mainly influential individuals with authority and formal positions, or to analyse the governance structures. All of this is visible, while non-assigned leaders and hidden forms of place leadership are harder to observe and analyse. Understanding the dynamics of concealed administration is as important to influencing regional policy direction.

Assigned leaders have a formal position and they are granted the authority to exercise power. They also have an organisation, resources
and/or a mandate to work for a region. The set of assigned leaders may contain mayors and the chief executives of various local authorities and economic development agencies, and other leaders of organisations whose mission it is to boost the economic development of their respective regions. On their part, non-assigned leaders exercise other forms of influence, as their institutional position does not allow them any specific resources with which to make a difference. They gain a leadership position because of the ways in which other actors respond to their ideas and/or actions.

Simplified, there are (a) assigned leaders with a formal position whose mission is to boost regional development, but who mainly influence according to the mandate they possess and their formal instruments. These leaders do what they are supposed to do, and they lead mainly followers assigned to them in their own organisations. There are also (b) assigned leaders with a formal position to work for regional development, but who continuously aim to reach beyond their authorisation to influence broader spheres of relevant activity. They do what they are supposed to do but they also consciously aim to exercise influence by, with and through other actors. On their part, (c) non-assigned leaders do not have a formal role in regional development but, in spite of that, they are willing and able to take leadership positions in wider networks of influence. These leaders do what they are not supposed to do but what they feel needs to be accomplished (Sotarauta, 2016).

In regional development, however, the line between assigned and non-assigned leadership is fine. Assigned leaders may turn out to be non-assigned, if they aim to reach actors beyond the familiar field of activity while others simply do not respond. Conversely, non-assigned leaders may gain formal authority and a more recognised position if they can earn the respect of others and thus influence the development work more broadly. All in all, non-assigned leaders aim to influence assigned leaders or other actors with power and resources, who, for their part, have a mandate and the resources to boost economic development. More often than not, assigned leaders also work through, with and by other actors.

Interpretive power and place leadership

Place leaders aim to influence wider networks to generate something new in their respective places, and by necessity they are required to work through the many clashes between distinct cultures and agendas,
as well as asymmetric power relationships (Burfitt & MacNeill, 2008). Place leadership is not only about generating new networks and structures for regional development, but also about social uncertainty and ambiguity. It is virtually impossible to understand place leadership without understanding the ways in which different sources of power come together in the many fields of regional development. Interestingly, in these kinds of settings, power is not only a cause of leadership but also a consequence of it. Leaders can become truly influential only if followers follow (Riggio et al., 2008).

There is a whole variety of ways to conceptualise and study power. Wrong (1997, p. 2) provides a basic point of departure by defining it as ‘the capacity of some persons to produce intended and foreseen effects on others’. Ideally, in regional development, place leaders are not aiming to break the resistance of other actors – to cause them to do something they would not otherwise do (Paloheimo & Wiberg, 2005) – but to induce them to willingly do things they would not otherwise do (Sotarauta, 2016).

An extensive empirical study carried out in Finland on leadership in urban and regional development revealed that in a world of indirect influence (i.e. regional development) the combination of interpretive and network power seems to be a way in which to mould the preferences of the other actors (see Sotarauta, 2009). Place leaders often work to construct a collective belief of what should be done, how and why in the region, and for that purpose they aim to influence the combinations of actors and their thinking. The conviction is that resources and formal decisions will follow innovative mind-sets and networks. This kind of shaping of individual preferences via values, norms and ideologies reminds us about the power of social systems and structures (Foucault, 1980; Parsons, 1986).

In its own way, place leadership aims to work through belief systems. Belief systems define the arena for many actors, affect institutional design and are frequently institutions in themselves. Often they are simply taken for granted. It is believed here that the true place leaders do not take them for granted but aim to challenge other actors and their thinking patterns. And here the highest form of power resides in the ways in which collective thinking is influenced, and how challenges are defined and framed for action.

Essentially, place leaders must be able to draw the attention of other actors and then translate it into the issues that need to be faced collectively (Heifetz, 1994). In other words, they exercise interpretive power. Interpretive power does not refer to efforts to seek consensus,
but to a never-ending endeavour to create fertile soil for concerted thinking and a collective push to transform the institutions for the future instead of the past. The ability to frame the issues discussed, to lead sense-making processes and hence to influence which issues are on the agenda, and also who is involved in the communication, brings a significant amount of power to an actor who can actually do all of this. Influence draws upon understanding the needs and resources of a whole series of different organisations with different objectives and strategies. Here, place leaders with strong interpretive power are called for, as other actors need to comprehend the purpose of transformative measures so that they will focus less on the person and more on the meaning of the new action. Various partners need to be actively involved in the belief-making process.

Empirical studies carried out in Finland have shown that belief formation is central during the mobilisation of networks and finding directions for them, as well as to influencing the perceptions of the network participants (Sotarauta, 2009; 2010; 2016; see also Kickert et al., 1997). Place leaders frame their networks of influence by introducing new ideas to them and by providing network members with new interpretations of old ideas (Kickert et al., 1997). The aim is not necessarily to find a shared vision directly, as is often assumed, but to detect denominators that would allow collaboration to achieve both individual and shared objectives, and eventually come up with a shared vision. Belief formation gives shape to emerging development needs and strategies, and hence also to collective efforts, and it has great influence on the alignment of various forms of engagement. The problem is that often our capabilities for recognising the open-ended exploratory parts of the development and innovation processes are not sufficiently well developed. We simply do not have a vocabulary for them.

Even though interpretive power has emerged as important, the relevance of resource and institutional power should not be undermined. This is because the observations presented here are drawn from studies focusing on those local and regional development champions who, in spite of their formal assignment, do not have abundant resources or powerful enough formal positions in a governance structure to draw upon. Therefore, they work to influence legitimate holders of power of the entire local/regional development system, local government, the corporate world and/or academia. They work to create a new context and interpretation for regional development, and hence ‘to build a new storyline for a development play’.
In sum, place leaders are capable, among other things, of identifying dominant discourses and interpretations framing regional development, and of generating a new dialogue leading to a new hegemonic discourse on much needed changes, and collective action stemming from them. Leading by interpretation is central, as collective action calls for making sense of the ambiguous world, as well as of complex public policies and corporate strategies. Therefore, place leaders aim to seek out the differences and similarities in the various actors’ interpretations, working to synthesise different interpretations and the goals derived from them.

In practice, place leaders convene groups of actors for dialogue. They mediate information and they also create new knowledge. They interpret, for example, academic thinking and talk to firms, and vice versa. All this both requires interpretive power and builds on it. Place leaders need to be able to speak with many interest groups in their ‘own language’, rather than alienating themselves from the relevant networks by speaking a language the rest of the pack does not understand or by using a rationale that has no meaning to people. Other key tasks include improving the coordination between fragmented groups of actors, fostering and organising collaboration, and influencing, if possible, the division of labour within the networks.

Conclusions

In the interest of identifying the opportunities and solving the many problems faced by a region, there is a need to work through the many organisational and institutional boundaries and to pool fragmented competencies, powers and resources. For that purpose, the various goals and strategies of individual organisations need to be made as parallel as possible by inter-organisational learning, communication and negotiation, and this calls for enhanced leadership capabilities. The challenge is that place leadership is far from a linear and straightforward act of influencing. It is characterised by fragmented and/or shared actions, events and incidents among a whole series of organisations and/or several leaders, rather than by processes that simply flow from the ‘top down’, from some kind of a control centre to followers (Sotarauta et al., forthcoming). By necessity, place leadership is a multi-scalar, dynamic and interactive process between national, local and regional government actors, firms, universities, research institutions, and public and/or semi-public development agencies. As such, it is embedded in regional development processes.
where not all people who are leaders are formally recognised as such, while sometimes people with formal positions may exercise only little leadership, or none at all.

Leadership practices regarding how much development efforts revolve around formal leadership vary between governance systems and, to some degree, also within them. It is undeniable that formal leaders dealing with regional development are faced with a wider range of actors than previously, and the many networks are seasoned with more varied mixes of global, national and local players, as well as increased technical complexity. These are the reasons why leaders are increasingly called on to stimulate and lead change agendas without having the formal power to do so, but with the responsibility to generate something new. If the distributed assets can be mobilised to serve both joint and individual needs, it may be possible to forge a collaborative dynamic development effort, which is something more than an individual actor can demonstrate alone.

From a place leadership perspective, the many regional development plans and/or strategies are not designed to guide different actors directly. Many such plans are in fact arenas for discussions, battles and quarrels (Healey, 1997). In the hands of skilled leaders, however, they may be powerful leadership tools. In the hands of bureaucratic planners, unfortunately, they may turn out to be hollow planning cycles without any true impact on regional development.

Understanding the kind of place leadership introduced in this paper may be essential in broader efforts to understand and explain how, and for what purpose, actors influence each other for regional development and/or their self-interests. It follows that shared strategic intentions are, in practice, combinations of the goals and visions of individual actors. Therefore, an ability to identify individual goals and to find and create the common denominators between them – the ‘third solutions’ – seems to be a prerequisite for shared strategic intentions. Shared strategic intention is based on imagining the future between visions. Here, appreciating ‘other visions’ is crucial, and learning about other actors’ thinking patterns, and especially the different views and perceptions of futures, forms the core skill of a generative leader. What often appears as collective action is in practice a complex, constantly evolving process between a network and its members that place leaders mould. Place leadership is thus future seeking, but not future defining. Place leadership is about living and coping with continuously emerging phenomena, complex
networks and often strange incidents, and not about aiming to control them.
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